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ABSTRACT 

Several studies have suggested the efficacy of topological rotation as an 
adjunct to oblique analytical rotation in attaining improved approximation to 
maximum simple structure of the factor pattern matrix. Recently, using a higher
order scale factoring of the Motivation Analysis Test (MAT), and the Eight State 
Questionnaire (8SQ), Boyle (1983) reported a 6.17% increase in the ±.10 hyperplane 
count after only 5 Rotoplot cycles. Four of the 11 extracted factors were simplified. 
The present brief note examines the issue of topological rotation in regard to its 
ltsefulness and ease of application by investigators untrained in the procedure. 

INTRODUCTION 

An important decision point in exploratory factor analysis is the choice of 
rotation technique and the concomitant approximation of the final factor pattern 
solution to maximum simple structure (cf. Boyle, 1985a,b; 1986; Cattell, 1978, 
1985; Cureton & D'Agostino, 1983; Dunn-Rankin, 1983; Gorsuch, 1983; . 
Humphreys, 1982; McArdle, 1984; Wainer & Messick, 1983). Several studies have 
suggested that superior approximation to simple structure can be achieved by 
using computer-assisted graphic oblique rotation in addition to an oblique 
analytical rotation (such as direct Oblimin in the SPSS packa.ge). Specifically, 
use of the topological Rotoplot program (Cattell, 1978, pp. 140-154) has been 
shown in a number of studies to enhance the quality of the factor pattern, 
resulting in improved psychological interpretation of the derived factors (e.g., 
Dielman, Cattell & Wagner, 1972; Cattell & Nesselroade, 1976; Cattell, 1978; 
Cattell, McGill, Lawlis & McGraw, 1979; Burdsal & Bolton, 1979; Gillis & Cattell, 
1979; Price, Cattell & Patrick, 1981). For example, Burdsal and Bolton (1979) 
reported that topological rotation by Rotoplot typically resulted in an average 
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eight p~rcent increase in the ±.10 hyperplane count (an index of the degree of 
approximation t~ simple structure) over that obtained with analytical Oblimin 
alone. Using questionnaire data, Burdsal and Bolton (1979) reported ±.10 
hyperplane counts for Varimax (71.7%), .Quartimax (72.0%), Oblimin (72.9%), 
Quartimin (14.3%), Covarimin (28.1 %), Biquartimin (43.6%), and Rotoplot (80.8%). 
Previously, Dielman et al., (1972) had reported that the best simple structure 
approximations were obtained with Rotoplot-finished Maxplane, Promax, and 
the H~.rris-Kaiser methods 1h that order, with Oblimax and Varimax giving 
poorer solutions. Other studies ( e.g., Cattell et al., 1979) have reported increases of 
up to 15 percent in the ±.10 hyperplane count after 12 Rotoplot cycles. 

Ideally it would be desirable to do an extensive empirical examination of the 
efficacy of Rotoplot with widely varying data sets, differing in the clarity of 
hyperpla.nes, inherent .factorial complexity and so on, comparing the obtained 
results with the efficacy of say Maxplane (Eber, 1966, 1968) and Functionplane 
procedures (Katz & Rohlf, 1974, 1975), and also with Oblimin and Harris-Kaiser 
methods. Function plane criteria accomplish via a continuous analytical function 
the maximization of hyperplane counts directly on the primary pattern. While 
direct OL:i.i~nin is not the best analytical oblique rotation method, it is among the 
best and is a reasonable criterion against which to compare Rotoplot(Eber, Note 
1). Nevertheless, as a precursor to a thoroughgoing empirical investigation, it 
would be informative to examine the ease w1.th which Rotoplot can be used, and 
the enhancement to simple structure approximation of the factor pattern 
obtaiaable by an in'Vestig,ator inexperienced in using the procedure. 

The present paper reports the findings of a case study, wherein an investigator 
inexperienced in using Rotoplot, applied the procedure after having performed a 
scale factoring of the Motivation Analysis Test (MAT), and the Eight State 
Questionnaire (8SQ). While the substantive psychological interpretation of the 
final factor pattern solution was discussed in Boyle (1983), the present paper 
examines only the usefulness of Rotoplot to factor analysts untrained in the 
method. 

In this study, the person who employed Rotoplot had not used the method 
before. However, he had previously conducted numerous analytical rotations 
using statistical packages such as SPSS. In the present study, the pre-Rotoplot 
analyses were conducted in this fashion by the person who subsequently 
employed the Rotoplot procedure. No training or coaching in the Rotoplot 
technique had been undertaken, although it would undoubtedly help the factor 
analyst to use the technique even more effectively than in the present instance. 
Even minimal training in the procedure, over say three or four factor analytic 
outputs would be desirable. 

PROCEDURE 

The Rotoplot procedure was instigated using the direct Oblimin solution as 
the starting point for the topological rotation (the eleven factor Oblimin solution 
was obtained using the procedures specified in Boyle, 1983). The iterated but 
unrotated 28 x 11 factor matrix and the derived transformation matrix were used 
in performing the Rotoplot transformations. Since the SPSS output failed to 
include the transformation matrix associated with the Oblimin solution, it was 
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derived by "pseudo-inverting" the unrotated factor matrix (Vo), and pre
multiplying the factor pattern matrix (Vr) by the 11 x 28 pseudo-inverted matrix 
(Vo-1 )1. In the Rotoplot procedure, the plotting of graphs and the calculation of 
the new transformation matrix from the visual decision shifts of the investigator 
were made by computer (see Cattell, 1978, Ch. 7). Basically, a shift matrix which 
shifts particular reference vectors to the degree thought desirable by the 
investigator, operates on the existing transformation matrix, so that a new 
transformation matrix is produced which can produce an improved factor 
pattern as indexed via the ±.10 hyperplane count. The strategy for the Rotoplot 
rotations was that advocated by Burdsal and Bolton (1979), except that Rotoplot 
was used in isolation, and not in conjunction with Maxplane. According to 
Burdsal and Bolton (p. 105), the procedure they used was, "(a) all rotations that 
would increase the .10 hyperplane count were given first priority and carried out 
regardless of other considerations, (b) any rotation that would increase a loading 
of an item on its associated s.cale was done if and only if it did not lower the 
hyperplane count, and (c) after no improvement in either hyperplane count or 
16PF-E structure could be obtained, a Maxplane clean-up rotation which limits 
shifts on any factor to 2° was performed. The entire process required 16 graphical 
rotations." 

To make a valid comparison of direct Oblimin rotation with Rotoplot, the full 
power of the SPSS Oblimin routine must be used (6 must be varied from high 
negative to maximum positive obliquity such ~hat collapse of the solution space is 
barely avoided). Monitoring the ± .10 hyperplane counts, it was clear that 
maximum approximation to simple structure was obtained with 6 set at zero. For 
the eleven factor Oblimin solution, the ± .10 hyperplane count was 65.91 %, and 
this served as the point of departure for the subsequent 'visual polishing' via 
Rotoplot. Interestingly, the Varimax solution gave a± .10 hyperplane count of 
64.29%, while Quartimax, Quartimin, Oblimax, Covarimin and Biquartimin all 
gave lower counts again. These findings supported those of Burdsal and Bolton 
(1979). 

1In the rotation equation VoL= Vr-(1), Vo was a28 x 11 matrix, Lwas anll 
x 11 square transformation matrix, and Vr was also a 28 x 11 matrix. Both Vo and 
Vr were known and it was necessary to derive L, in order to use the Rotoplot 
procedure (cf. Cattell, 1978, p. 151). Hence, Equation 1 was pre-multiplied by the 
"inverse" ofVo such that vo-1 VoL= vo-1 Vr-(2). As vo-1 Vo=I1 (identity matrix), 
L = Vo-1 Vr-(3). Since Vo-1 was an 11 x28 matrix it was not possible to derive the 
classical inverse, which is defined only for square matrices. However, a "pseudo
inverse" was found using a special computer sub-routine for inverting non-square 
matrices. By post-multiplying Vo by v o-1, the equation Vo vo-1 = I2 -(4) was 
obtained, such that I2 was not an identity matrix, and v o-1 Vo t Vo V o-1 since the 
order of I1 was not the same as the order of I2. Thus V -1 was not a classical 
• 0 
m verse of Vo. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The topological Rotoplot rotation improved the ± .10 hyperplane count by 
6.17% over the direct Oblimin solution, taking the total count up to 72.08% after 
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only fiveRotoplot cycles(cf. Price et al., 1981, p. 85). Cattell(1978, p.150) indicated 
that when starting with an oblique analytical output such as Oblimin, up to 24 
Rotoplot cycles may be needed to reach the best approximation to simple 
structure. However, even with only the five Rotoplot cycles in the present case, the 
hyperplane count increased significantly (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 

HISTORY OF HYPERPLANE COUNTS (± .10) 

Level of Simple Structure Achieved 
After Only 5 Cycles 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Number of Rotations 
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While the 6.17% increase in the hyperplane count was not large in absolute 
terms, nevertheless, comparison of the oblique analytical and Rotoplot solutions 
indicated that the latter was more readily interpretable (see Boyle, 1983, p. 124). 
The Rotoplot solution was less complex and contained less overlap between the 
higher-order factors. The change of loading patterns is shown in Table 1. 

Examination of Table 1 indicates that Rotoplot reduced practically all factor 
loadings, including the larger ones. The Rotoplot procedure forced several 
coefficients from marginally above to marginally below the cut-off point(~ .20), so 
that the small reductions in coefficient size appeared as discrete changes. 
However, in view of the greater factorial complexity . of the direct Oblimin 
solution, the validity of the Rotoplot solution was almost certainly higher, even if 
only very moderately so. Improvement to the quality of the factor pattern with 
each Rotoplot cycle suggests that 20-30 cycles should significantly enhance 
many final factor pattern solutions. This clarification of the factor pattern could 
be crucial in deciding between opposing theoretical arguments, in some instances. 
Kline (1979, p. 37) stated that the criteria for simple structure include," ... the 
demonstration that further rotations produce a drop in the hyperplane count, the 
application of Bargmann's ... statistical test for simple structure and the fact 
that the percentage of variables in the hyperplane lies between 55% and 85% ... 
generally topological programmes by these criteria of simple structure do seem 
more efficient than others." 

Presentat10n of only one set of data is not sufficient to provide a definitive 
answer to the question investigated, but it is h9ped that this research note will 
stimulate academically curious readers to explore more fully the merits or 
otherwise of topological rotation. In this regard, Eber (Note 1) reported that the 
revised automatic topological Maxplane program, " ... produced higher 
hyperplane counts than even Rotoplot with Cattell guiding the rotations." 2 

However, Maxplane applied to Vo while maximizing the hyperplane count 
beyond what one can do by hand if starting from Vo, often appears not to meet 
other criteria of simple structure (from a Thurstone model). Eber's conclusion 
seems based on the premise that the hyperplane count is the sole criterion of 
simple structure. However, other aspects of simple structure, such as having at 
least two linearly independent variables load each factor when using topological 
rotations, need to be considered. While Rotoplot does allow for these other criteria, 
Maxplane essentially relies solely on the hyperplane count. 

Experimenters have often asked if the small increase in quality of the factor 
pattern solution resulting from use ofRotoplot is really worth all the trouble. On 
Eber's statement it would seem doubtful. It may be that use of the most effective 
version of Maxplane should now supersede all anal~tical rotation methods. A 
more useful strategy, however, might be to start with Promax, followed by 
Rotoplot with a Maxplane finish (limiting the amount of rotation of each factor to 
two degrees as recommended by Burdsal & Bolton, 1979). This · should yield 
excellent approximation of the final factor pattei:n to simple structure without 
either rotating essentially all loadings into oblivion as does a full Maxplane 
(especially· when aplied to item data) or producing excessive factor correlations. 
There are many decision points in conducting a successful exploratory factor 
analytic study, and what is needed is a full and open debate of these issues. The 
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Table 1 

DIRECT OBLIMIN AND ROTOPLOT SOLUTIONS COMPARED 
\ FACTOR NUMBER 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

8SQ Ax 85 (69) 02 (03) -01 (01) -06 (-07) -01 (01) 06 (06) -19 (16) 06 (05) 00 (01) 02 (03) -01 (-05) 

St 69 (56) 06 (07) 08 (09) -09 (-10) -12 (-09) 04 (04) -17 (-14) 06 (05) 00 (00) 11 (12) 09 (03) 

De 55 (44) -05 (-05) -07 (-07) -09 (-09) 03 (03) 01 (01) -45 (-38) 03 (03) 13 (12) -15 (-14) 09 (04) s= 
Rg 54 (44) -07 (-06) 06 (05) 10 (10) 10 (10) 01 (00) -35 (-29) 03 (03) ,11 (10) -15 (-14) 03 (02) C 
Fa 23 (18) 05 (04) 05 (01) 08 (08) 02 (00) -07 (-07) -76 (-63) -02 (-01) -07 (-06) 06 (04) -09 (-10) ~ 
Gi 81 (66) -16 (-15) 02 (03) 16 (15) 01 (03) -10 (-09) -03 (-02) 00 (01) 05 (06) -17 (-15) 00 (-08) -~ Ex -21 (-17) 04 (02) 14 (14) 02 (02) -05 (-04) -10 (-09) 64 (54) 03 (03) 01 (01) 19 (19) -15 (-15) 

I ~ 
Ar -10 (-08) -07 (-06) 08 (09) -09 (-09) -02 (01) :-04 (-03) 77 (64) 03 (03) -10 (-10) 04 (05) 01 (00) -

MAT U-Ca -01 (-01) 02 (00) -03 (-03) -38 (-35) 12 (10) -12 (-11) 14 (11) -01 (-01) .06 (05) ~02 (-02) -03 (01) ~ 
tJ:j 

U-Ho -12 (-09) 53 (48) 04 (06) 06 (05) 09 (12) 07 (07) 12 (10) 06 (05) -08 (-08) -23 (-20) 05 (00) tJ:j 

U-Fr 03 (03) -01 (01) 01 (04) 09 (08) -63 (-60) -02 (-02) 07 (06) 01 (01) 05 (05) 01 (03) 00 (-01) >< 
'"C 

U-Na -07 (-06) -35 (-30) 14 (12) -10 (-09) -07 (-07) 01 (00) -04 (-03) 15 (16) -20 (-18) 07 (06) -12 (-08) tJ:j 

U-Se 18 (15) 19 (19) -02 (-01) 03 (02) 00 (03) 07 (06) 15 (13) -23 (-22) -10 (-10) -14 (-12) 12 (07) ~ -~u-Ss 02 (02) 00 (02) ) -09 (-09) -04 (-05) -01 (02) 09 (08) 09 (08) -20 (-19) -38 (-35) 05 (06) 05 (00) ~ 
I-" tJ:j 
(X) U-Ma -06 (-06) -11 (-10) 17 (16) 44 (41) 26 (25) 07 (06) 03 (02) 04 (03) 08 (07) 13 (11) 05 (01) z 0 

U-Pg 11 (10). 02 (03) -04 (01) 09 (07) -13 (-10) 24 (24) 03 (02) 42 (39) 04 (04) -02 (00) 00 (-01) sz 
U-As 04 (03) 02 -(00) -08 (-06) -07 (-06) -05 (-07) -02 (-01) 04 (02) -09 (-10) 56 (52) 04 (03) -01 (04) ~ 

U-Sw -05 (-05) -03 (-03) -01 (-01) 02 (02) 00 (-01) 02 (02) 04 (03) -01 (-01) 01 (00) 54 (51) 04 (-03) 0 
~ -I-Ca 01 (-01) 00 (-03) 07 (03) 02 (04) -02 (-07) -48 (-45) 02 (02) -01 (01) 07 (08) -01 (-03) 02 (02) ,z -I-Ho -04 (-02) 79 (69) -01 (01) -15 (-14) -02 (-01) -08 (-07) -13 (-10) 05 (05) 01 (01) 05 (07) -12 (-17) 0 

I-Fr -14 (-11) -06 (-02) 36 (33) -ll (-11) -17 (-17) 00 (-01) -09 (-08) 03 (02) -04 (-05) -16 (-16) 21 (18) > 
~ 

I-Na -04 (-03) -01 (03) 21 (20) -55 (-53) 12 (13) 19 (18) -01 (-01) -04 (-05) 05 (03) 01 (07) 03 (06) ~ 
I-Se 00 (-01) -14 (-10) 01 (-61) -01 (00) -01 (-03) -05 (-05) 00 (-01) 06 (05) -02 (-04) 01 (-02) 68 (56) tJ:j 

00 
I-Ss -11 ( -08) -18 ( -10) 33 (32) 00 (-02) -14 (-10) 34 (31) -14 (-12) -53 (-52) 09 (08) -06 (-05) -13 (-10) tJ:j 

I-Ma 11 (10) -07 (-05) 10 (12) 06 (05) 02 (05) 21 (20) 08 (06) 18 (17) 05 (05) 08 (10) -22 (-19) > 
~ 

I-Pg -10 (-09) -03 (-07) -66 (-61) 00 (01) -04 (-05) 07 (08) -10 (09) 06 (05) 05 (05) -06 (-05) 02 (08) 0 

I-As -02 (-02) -18 (-19) -01 (-02) -06 (-05) -03 (-04) -05 (-04) -05 (-04) 06 (06) 07 (08) -03 (-03) -33 (-23) o:= 

I-Sw 10 (08) 23 ( 22) 14 (12) 12 (12) 07 (07) -03 (-03) -07 (-06) -02 (-02) -12 (-12) 18 (16) 25 (12) 
Hyperplane 
Count ±.10 12 (19) 18 (21) 20 (19) 20 (21) 20 (21) 21 (22) 15 (17) 22 (22) 20 (22) 17 (17) 18 (21) 

NOTES: (i) Factor loadings rounded to two decimal places. 
(ii) Si_gnifi~a"':t. ;;.. :20) loadings italicized. 
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decision to use or not to use topological rotation is but one of these dilemmas, 
although as indicated above, the best simple structure approximation is most 
likely obtained by using a combination of graphical and automatic rotations. 
This is especially important if factor scores are to be estimated. 

2Eber also pointed out that the simple structure criterion is not always 
appropriate. According to him (Note 1), "It turned out that Thurstone's factorial 
invariance example was not factorially invariant. In fact, Maxplane quickly 
found a 'better' solution than the 'correct' one, and suggested that a lifetime of 
study of a domain might be a better criterion than even the highest hyperplane 
count (in one study)." 
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